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t'd No. 2

that way between the two ideas which are fully vital to the full suggeston.And
where

Consequently to say just ezxt thought jumps from one to the other is

impossible, but those words z"1 atually would remind us of
has

that God is the one /brought the Israel, that God is the one who is bringing

Cyrus, in order that his deed in bringing Israel may be effective and maybe

prosperous , that his may may be worked out. And the whole Epirpose of this is

that the work of the eervnt of the Lord may be accomplished. And then the
the

servant ii goes on speaking. Oh, no, the servant. /servant of_the Lord

is the Messiah or Israel, is not Cyrus. QUESDWN.... wouldn't say that.

I would say that you have to take each page, see the exact words, to see what

is in the page, but he says the servant, he rarely uses, rarely ever tails

Cyrus the servant. There may be one case, but I am not quite sure where he is

called his servant. If he is God's servants to do a particular task for which

he cane, but Israel is God's servant in order that the particular task may be

accomplished. This talk is to be accomplished by Israel. What, it may be
itts that

that/only a part of Israel, or mayb only one individual/is going to do it.

We have xi no renote possibility(?) And in the next chapter we get it bouought

out clearly that it is not the whole of Israel, but up to this point but we had

suggested that we haven't had brought it out yet, I think you can say that probably

from hapter)j up it is pretty clear that it is an individual rather than the

whole nation/ that is to do the work for which the whole nation Israel is

responsible.. Mackey.... I think that in versel6, the servant is speaking.

yes, ya, no, the co ii-ng, coming servant bas not yet

in chapter 140 been inioced as the deliverer of Israel. Practically every

thing up to this point about the coming servant has been a coming servant

who enlightens the Gentiles, who establishes the Judgment throughout the earth.
a

He has been presented as *a figure who is to have a world-wide task ft91ug
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